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It is a time of rapid change, new forms 
of competitor emerge, and others forge 
ahead. An attitude of ‘If it ain’t broke 
don’t fix it’ is now a business risk; new 
approaches are needed.

Which might mean new leadership.

In this report, based on interviews 
with leaders, secondary research and 
examination of best practice, we identify 
eight themes that are driving the agenda 
for leadership change. 
 
Theme 1   Customers and employees are 

now sharing the driving seat
Theme 2  Leading change is more than 

vision and strategy
Theme 3  It’s all about alignment, 

not hierarchy
Theme 4   No single leader can be 

exceptional at every 
leadership task

Theme 5  Organisational supertankers 
are too big to change direction

Theme 6  Companies are disappointed 
in their people and people are 
frustrated in their jobs

Theme 7  Authenticity – Is it all just 
a fake?

Theme 8 The future’s only just begun

Within each theme is a series of calls 
to action for any organisation currently 
considering its leadership team’s capability 
and its readiness for the future. 

THEME 1:
Customers and 
employees are now 
sharing the driving seat 
As we discussed in our previous report, 
Optimising the customer experience, while 
leaders are ultimately responsible for making 
decisions about the direction of travel for their 
business, customers will vote with their wallets 
and employees with their loyalty if their needs 
are not reflected. 

Satisfaction or dissatisfaction of customers 
and employees alike can now spread more 
rapidly and globally than ever before, with the 
proliferation of social media and review sites 
such as Glass Door and Trip Advisor. Where 
it was once said a dissatisfied customer will 
share their experience with eleven of their 
friends, we might now say 1,100 or 11,000 of 
their followers.

This shift of powerbase, fairly or unfairly, 
can make or break a business overnight. 
Companies like Hawke and Co, the US casual 
clothes manufacturer, find themselves in the 
headlines for the wrong reasons because 
of one misjudged tweet exchange with a 
dissatisfied customer.

In a socially connected world, leaders ignore 
customer and employee dissatisfaction at their 
peril. And of course, these stakeholders also 
provide invaluable insight and input. 

A shift towards crowdsourcing and open 
innovation enabled by technology has made 
a fundamental impact not just on business 
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but in all parts of society. UNHCR Ideas led by 
the UN Refugee Agency, for example, aims to 
bring people together to find innovative ways to 
improve the lives of millions of refugees. 
Such platforms can be a powerful way to 
drive engagement and change with and within 
organisations, and represent a significant step 
forward from the token employee suggestion 
box of days gone by.  

“Our predominantly Millennial employee 
base seek and expect to have a voice 
in influencing change across the firm, 

regardless of their level, role or years of 
experience.  Wherever possible, we need 
to try and remove barriers to growth, to 

new ideas and to active involvement and 
engagement at all levels.  That means we 
need to have the courage to constantly try 
new things, be prepared to make mistakes 

and learn along the way.”

Nigel Miller, HR Director, Edelman

Most companies now recognise the power 
of developing two-way relationships with their 
workforce and customers, positioning the 
organisation or its leaders as kindred spirits 
with a shared sense of purpose.  

But like a middle-aged dad dancing at his 
teenage daughter’s birthday party, there is 
little more embarrassing than a leader trying to 
connect and failing badly, as we explore in our 
later theme, Authenticity – is it all fake?
All leaders need followers who buy into their 
vision and who accept their right to lead. 
Barbara Kellerman, Leadership Lecturer 
at Harvard and author of Followership: 
How Followers are Creating Change and 
Changing Leaders, says significant shifts in 
technology and culture have given followers 
more power.  Often followers can make or 
break the leader, and influence how and if 
goals are accomplished.  
 
Mary Uhl-Bien et al’s article, Followership 
Theory, (Leadership Quarterly, 2014) 

identified two kinds of followership: role-
based and constructionist. In the former 
followers are regarded as subordinates 
whose followership is assumed. In the latter, 
followers are ‘co-constructors’ of the new 
reality, active participants in the process. 
Whichever version applies, most 
organisations avoid trying to impose 
leadership (unless you happen to work 
for the North Korean government!). To a 
greater or lesser extent, the choice of 
whether to follow is a decision for in the 
gift of each individual. 

Getting this very wrong, very publicly is a 
constant danger. Despite all the channels 
now available to leaders for engagement, 
connecting with customers and employees 
has become more challenging than ever as 
individuals lose trust in the establishment 
and rebel against the accepted norm, as 
voters arguably did by electing Donald 
Trump and embracing Brexit. 

How can leaders connect in a way that 
builds engagement, connection and a 
sense of joint endeavour? By creating 
a ‘Golden Thread’ throughout the 
organisation, ensuring everyone is lined up 
behind a common purpose. 

Purpose, vision and values provide a 
rallying call for the organisation, with your 
strategy and goals as the high-level plan. 
This gives mandate and meaning, building 
trust and loyalty with employees and 
customers alike.

Calls to action
 u  Create a culture that motivates both your 

customers and workforce alike. 

 u  Ensure your vision is strong, authentic, 
consistent and aligned with the unifying 
values.

 u  Bring purpose, values, practical 
strategies and goals together to provide 
the guiding principles and ethical 
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standards that help organisations solve 
problems and navigate through times 
of change.

 u  Cultivate two-way communication 
with your customers and employees 
through multiple channels. Be humble; 
listen more than you share, encourage 
robust debate and enable everyone to 
contribute in developing the story. 

 u  See relationships with all stakeholders 
- employees, customers, partners, 
opinion leaders, shareholders, suppliers, 
observers, peers and even potential 
competitors - as the route to better 
performance.

 u  Use digital technology to create the 
dialogue with your customers and 
employees, but ensure you can find the 
story in the data and learn from it.

THEME 2:
Leading change is more 
than vision and strategy
Many people argue that the rate of change is 
faster now than ever before. Others suggest 
that it’s the nature of the change that can 
often provide the biggest challenge. As one 
interviewee told us, “It’s not that change has 
got faster, it’s just more different”.

Whichever version you accept, several leaders 
have expressed difficulty in keeping pace with 
change. And many have found to their cost 
that a successful past does not guarantee a 
successful future. 

Leading change – by which we mean 
anticipating and organising resources around 
change - must become a priority for leaders. 

“Successful organisations navigate and even 
promote continuous change to remain agile, 

resilient and relevant. We try to encourage our 
managers to see their employees as change 
agents and potential advocates rather than 

targets to be changed”  

Hugo Bague, HR Director, Rio Tinto

Making change happen successfully needs 
a greater application of leadership talent than 
simply establishing a vision. 

The vision sets our direction for the future, 
but it does not mean leaders can neglect 
the need to learn from the past and deliver 
results in the here and now. 

“Leadership is about being able to hold a 
long-term vision and manage the short-term 

at the same time.”  

Gary Browning, CEO, Penna

Traditionally there is friction between the team 
responsible for the change and business as 
usual. Leaders riding what Charles Handy 
has labelled the Second Curve in leadership 
recognise their role cannot be one of either/
or in the face of such dichotomies; their role 
must embrace both. The leaders’ challenge 
is to set the scene for change and create 
the necessary alignment to enable these 
workstreams to happen concurrently. 

In some instances, they may not have the full 
complement of necessary skills to do so, of 
which more later when we discuss the need 
for a balance of talent in leadership teams. 
And sometimes a radical change in an 
organisation’s operating environment requires 
a complete change of leadership and a new 
kind of leader. 

“We are in a completely different world now. 
We now have an entirely different competitive 

environment - Amazon, NowTV, etc. The 
BBC has made a lot of changes, we have 
a new unitary board, a new eleven-year 

charter. All of this is very clear and it is vital 
we start with this vision of where we want to 
get to. To sustain and renew, creating this 

unifying vision has been absolutely key. It is 
the starting point for everything. 

Tony Hall has clearly articulated the vision, the 
time period, and we are now putting flesh on 

the bones. Everything in terms of  
communications links back to this vision, 

creating a line of sight for all. 
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The world is changing pace, and this has 
provided the burning platform for reinventing 

the BBC for a new generation.”

Valerie Hughes D’Aeth, HR Director, BBC  

Calls to action
 u  Build confidence and stability through 

organisation purpose, so everyone 
can align around a common goal and 
understand their contribution.

 u  Create a culture that encourages learning 
from the past, while remaining focused 
on the future, and is committed to 
delivering results in the here and now. 

 u  Accept legacy but also let go of outdated 
traditions.

 u  Be prepared to respond to competition 
that can appear at any time from any 
place and is as likely to emerge from a 
garage in California as a boardroom in 
the City.

 u  Anticipate change and create teams that 
respond effectively to take advantage of 
opportunities or combat threat.

 u  Build change into business as usual. Plan 
to win and plan to learn from failure.

 u  Ensure the ‘Golden Thread’ - aligned 
purpose, vision, values, and behaviours 
- flow down into the strategies and goals 
that provide the blueprint for change. 

 u  Enable your people to do what is 
required by ensuring they have the skills, 
resources and mandate to make change 
happen.

 u  Re-invent the way you hire and manage 
talent. Hire and develop for creativity, 
resilience, problem solving and a desire 
to continually learn and develop, more 
than quickly outdated technical skills. 

 u  Champion innovation cultures and 
recognise those who reach for the 
stars even if they fall just short, rather 
than those who comfortably achieve 
mediocrity.

 u  Redefine strategy and team formation 
to respond agilely and effectively to the 
need for change.

 u  Focus on delivering now AND creating 
the future.

 u  Build a high-energy learning culture 
where people are encouraged and 
expected to value learning.

 u  Think globally – your competitors can 
be anywhere. Anticipate the future while 
focusing on the here and now.

THEME 3:
It’s all about alignment, 
not hierarchy 
Leadership is a distributed responsibility, 
occurring in various parts of the organisation, 
not just emanating from the top.  It is not one 
single person’s responsibility. 

Empowering leaders and subject matter 
experts outside of the core leadership team 
– and essentially creating flatter organisations 
– leads to even greater agility. In such a 
structure, the most senior leaders need to 
create clear alignment, creating the ‘golden 
thread’ we have referred to in previous 
themes. This means – as a minimum – 
creating purpose, vision, values and high-level 
strategies and goals to set context, direction 
and parameters for goal setting and decision 
making to ensure they remain authentic. 

“We can have people who behave in 
functional silos and we have an ability to drive 
things here. But when seem it works well and 

is most powerful is when we have 30,000 
employees who understand where we want 

to go and are aligned and enabled to get 
there... There are many different methods we 
are deploying to push that alignment down 

but it is important.  You can’t have a strategy 
in a vacuum – for it to be effective, people 

need to feel they are working for something.”

Ned Linnen, HR Director, AVIS
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It’s also about creating an environment in 
which people can give their best. Drayton 
Bird, former Vice Chairman and Director of 
Ogilvy and Mather, relates this story:

“Many years ago, after Ogilvy & Mather had 
bought my agency, David Ogilvy came into 
our office and said: “What exactly do you do, 
Drayton? You’re not the chairman; you’re not 
the managing director; you’re not the creative 
director. What do you do?” I replied, “I’m in 
charge of entertainment, David. My job is to 
make sure people come in early and leave 
late and enjoy the intervening period”.”

Delegated leadership cannot be the 
exclusive domain of traditional directors 
and managers. The days of the HiPPO (the 
Highest Paid Person’s Opinion) have been 
left behind in organisations that recognise 
different challenges and circumstances 
require specific skills and knowledge. Hence, 
leaders empower Subject Matter Experts 
to take on specific projects, often building 
non-hierarchical teams around them that 
may only exist for the duration of the project. 
This mirrors the Scrum methodology of agile 
software development. 

“Teams in Edelman are often in concentric 
circles. The leaders are in the middle and 
are able to draw on the relevant parts of 

the ecosystem whether they are advisors, 
associates or employees. They surround 
themselves with experts to deliver for the 

customer who is ultimately buying the right 
knowledge.”  

Nigel Miller, HR Director, Edelman

It takes a confident leader to embrace this 
approach; to accept they don’t have all the 
answers and to leave their ego at the door. 
Those that do, however, are often pleasantly 
surprised by the results. As one leader told 
us, “I’m not expected to know everything, but 
I need to know someone who knows about 
this specific issue.” 

These subject matter experts may not 
always be available internally. Consultants 
or interims are one answer; another is to 
bring in customers and work together on 
addressing a specific customer need. Equally 
suppliers or organisations who may in some 
circumstances be competitors can become 
collaborators on specific issues.  

Calls to action
 u  Put customer need at the heart 

of decisions over and above any 
debate about how the organisation is 
hierarchically structured.

 u  Build a leadership brand through 
purpose, vision, values, strategies and 
goals for the organisation to rally behind.

 u  Ask not “How do I lead and be the best?” 
but “How do I enable others to be their 
best?”.

 u  Understand your followers are now 
kindred spirits working to a shared 
purpose, helping to shape, deliver and 
share in success.

 u  Align around a common goal to enable 
agile decision-making and create a 
culture where people feel a sense of 
ownership and empowerment. 

 u  Leaders should sit in the middle, 
surrounded by experts to deliver for 
the customer regardless of job title or 
seniority. But whatever the hierarchy, 
leaders need close and direct contact 
with customers. 

 u  Get to know your teams for the skills that 
they have and the best ways in which 
they work together.
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THEME 4:
No single leader can 
be exceptional at every 
leadership task 
As Adrian Furnham and David Pendleton 
argue in their book Leadership - All You 
Need to Know, for reasons that are logical, 
empirical and psychological, it is extremely 
difficult for an individual to be a complete 
leader excelling in every task of leadership. 

For many at the top, it’s a liberating thought 
that remarkably few leaders can perform 
all leadership tasks well. Generalists who 
attempt to do so are likely to find they are 
drawn towards the average in each task – or 
that they focus on the areas they enjoy while 
the rest are neglected.  

This is why, with some high-profile 
exceptions, we argue that the idea of 
the Hero Leader is past its sell-by date. 
Figurehead leaders need leadership teams 
around them who complement their skills 
and bring different perspectives. Trying to 
employ clones of the leader is at best an 
unnecessary cost and at worst 
highly damaging. 

A leadership team that con¬¬tains diverse 
strengths and views – as well as more 
leadership capacity – makes for better 
decision-making and greater agility. ¬¬-This 
feels ever more necessary, as established 
brands witness small start-ups taking market 
share and long-standing companies suffering 
or disappearing completely. 

“Complete leadership is complementary 
leadership: each member of the leadership 

team bringing high levels of skill to part of the 
broader leadership capability set. In this way, 
a team can respond to the varying demands 

placed on it.” 

Adrian Furnham and David Pendleton, 
Leadership - All You Need to Know

The pace of change – and perhaps more 
critically the types of change – mean the 
skills today may not be skills of tomorrow. A 
key leadership skill, therefore, is to be in the 
centre of the organisation orchestrating the 
bigger picture – bringing in or buying in what 
is required at any given time. The leadership 
team collectively provides inspiration, focus, 
enablement, reinforcement and learning. 
 
The leadership qualities needed will change 
according to the business environment; 
some leaders will need to deliver the 
here and now and others prepare for the 
next curve.  

 
Essentially, we are arguing for the return of 
the situational leader, which means tapping 

into the wider leadership team - or even 
needing a new type of leader completely. 

“We try to look at the team first, what do we 
need, and what does the individual need to 
bring to complement that team rather than 

the technical skills. We start with the team in 
mind. It’s a balancing act and it’s not always 

that straightforward.”

Hugo Bague, HR Director, Rio Tinto

While it may be true to say some high 
performing, balanced teams are created 
by chance, most of the best leadership 
teams are carefully constructed and make 
a significant investment in their collective 
understanding, capability and performance.

“Our CEO wants us to think differently about 
innovation, as part of the culture, bringing 
it to the fore, still part of everyone’s job but 
have someone shepherd it. We didn’t have 

that person or skillset on our leadership team 
so we bought it in, by recruiting a Head of 
Innovation...  Sometimes you must buy the 

talent in.”

Ned Linnen, HR Director, AVIS
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Calls to action
 u  Leave egos at the door and be self-

confidently humble. Recognise you 
cannot be excellent at everything. Indeed, 
excellent leaders surround themselves with 
others who complement their strengths 
and make up for their deficits.

 u  Recognise the need for complementary 
skills across the team, set ambitious 
targets for diversity and encourage 
difference.

 u  Assess the relative skills and capabilities of 
each leadership team member and build 
a balanced team with complementary 
strengths. 

 u  Consider the influences on leadership - 
both the leaders’ repertoire (personality, 
preferences, skills and experience) and 
the demands of the situation (political, 
economic, social, technological).

 u  Encourage leadership teams to challenge 
and support each other in equal measure 
to achieve peak performance. 

 u  Provide a common language for leadership 
and management to discuss values, 
objectives, priorities, behaviours and 
performance. 

 u  Recognise when it is time to empower 
others to take a leadership role or even 
take over from you.

THEME 5:
Organisational 
supertankers are too 
big to change direction
As we have noted in previous reports, the 
characteristics that once maintained the 
dominance of the corporate behemoths 
(established infrastructure, tried and tested 
processes…) can become encumbrances 
that hold the organisation back and stifle 
innovation. This leaves the way clear for smaller 
start-ups to take market share, with small bites 
at first but soon tearing large chunks out of the 
established order.

Some large organisations, recognising both the 
threat and opportunity in this trend, 
find it difficult to respond rapidly to this new 
kind of competition and fall back on one of the 
remaining benefits of their legacy: cash.

Organisations such as Unilever have been 
buying up small start-ups and letting them run 
autonomously outside of the core business as 
a low risk way of trying new approaches 

“When we buy a company we keep the 
organisation and culture separate from 
Unilever, we don’t share office space or 
provide central services. This is where 

corporate incubators often fail, they don’t 
give the leaders the whites of the eye – so 

they don’t experience the possibility of failure. 
When I work with entrepreneurs I am more 

willing to put up with some difficult behaviours 
as they are so focused on delivering their 

goals. Our entrepreneurs tend not to invest 
in their development, they usually piggyback 

on the back of the role to develop – they 
will just find out whatever they need to do to 
make their company work so develop the 

necessary skills in that way” 

John Coombes, Managing Director, 
Unilever Ventures 

The willingness to accept failure as a possible 
consequence in a highly entrepreneurial 
environment. This needs to be role modelled 
from the top.

“Leaders need to articulate purpose…but 
equally important is to own up to failures. Our 

leaders talk about what worked and what 
didn’t and own up to failures and what they 
learned through the process. This creates 

transparency and openness” 

Nigel Miller, HR Director, Edelman

For this approach to work, failure must be an 
acceptable possible outcome.  BT is another 
example. The telecommunications giant tried 
several strategies to anticipate the second 
curve in its markets, before successfully 
developing a business more closely 
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aligned with entertainment than traditional 
telecommunications. 

Matthew Syed writes about the importance 
of learning from mistakes in a truly open 
environment in his book, Black Box Thinking. 
Professions in medicine, social care and 
business can learn from the airline industry 
practice of interrogating incidents for lessons to 
be learned, without assuming the most senior 
person in the room always knows best. 

Call to action
 u  Carve out enough time for delivering 

results now and future planning for the 
future. Don’t only focus on the short term 
but ignore it at your peril!  

 u  Consider setting up an operation outside 
the core business without the constraints 
or complications of the super tanker to 
grow new ideas or business areas.

 u  Maintain a focus on ensuring steering 
mechanisms (processes, culture, rules 
and behaviours) do not become too rigid 
and complex over time to deal with the 
changing environment. 

 u  Promote (and indeed expect) reflection and 
learning to build coping skills and resilience 
across the organisation.  

 u  Create a sense of urgency around a 
significant big goal. 

 u  Aim high even if you don’t quite get there 
rather than accept adequacy.  

 u  Failure is an option. Abandon blame, allow 
for experimentation and learn from mistakes.

 
THEME 6:
Companies are 
disappointed in their 
people and people are 
frustrated in their jobs

According to the 2017 Edelman Trust 
Barometer, public trust in society’s key 
institutions has never been lower. Its global 

survey of 33,000 people showed the credibility 
of CEOs is at an all-time low. 

We have more choice than ever before, as 
consumers and as employees. As a result, 
our expectations have risen, yet our trust and  
loyalty has been eroded. The psychological 
contract is not as binding as it once was, 
arguably because organisations broke their side 
of the deal when they made many redundant 
during the last economic crisis.

Employers, on the other hand, report finding 
employees to be less committed, seeking 
work-life balance, career breaks, mini-
retirements, sabbaticals and the flexibility of 
portfolio careers.

With their increasing geographic, career and 
employer mobility, people move on. For some, 
the gig economy is an economic necessity; 
the employment of last resort. But for others it’s 
a lifestyle choice in which they thrive. 
 
But this involves sacrifice for the individual. 
There is less stability and less certainty; less 
state support and higher expectationsfrom 
employers which may be difficult to fulfil. 

Tougher controls on employees may lead to 
rebellion. Frustrated employees traditionally 
returned home, kicked the cat and complained 
to friends and family. Now, social media – and 
particularly sites such as Glassdoor – provide 
the vehicle to communicate this information 
with potentially thousands. Those who cannot 
find satisfaction here may vent their anger in 
the workplace, becoming wreckers, saboteurs, 
or organisational terrorists. 

Leaders need to rethink the traditional 
relationship with their people, treating them 
more like internal customers, if they are to 
retain them and their advocacy. 
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“Leadership is important for us.  The way we 
move talent in this organisation is different to 
what I have seen in other organisations. We 
promote cross-functional moves to broaden 

ability and skills. We do it based on two things 
– intelligence & leadership. The way we view 
talent is if you’re really smart you will figure it 

out whatever job you are in… There are not a 
lot of jobs that could do severe damage to our 
people, company or customer. Smart people 
figure it out but most importantly, great leaders 
will not only figure it out faster but build a team 
around them to support them. They will over-
achieve and motivate and help their teams 

over-achieve so everyone wins. That has really 
been important for us and that comes from our 

CEO down.”

Ned Linnen, HR Director, AVIS 

 
And while digitalisation gives organisations 
endless data by which to make decisions, so to 
it increases the risk of managing by numbers, 
marginalises the human element of leadership 
and erodes trust. As with all things, it’s a 
question of balance.    

Calls to action
 u  Inspire trust through competence, care, 

consistency and courage.

 u  Don’t ignore the human element of 
leadership. An obsession with measurement 
erodes trust. 

 u  Become comfortable with uncertainty and 
unpredictability. It will not stop. 

 u  Change the environment and values rather 
than trying to change the people.

 u  Encourage freedom rather than control. Stop 
imposing corporate bureaucracy 
and replace with a shared purpose of 
common good.

 u  Keep your promises, be consistent and stick 
to your principles.  

 u  Identify the story from your data and help 
others to understand it rather than being a 
slave to your numbers.

 u  Encourage leadership to appear anywhere 
in the organisation so employees feel more 
empowered to make decisions and bring 
innovation to the workplace.

 u  Retain ongoing relationships with those 
who leave, recognising they may return as 
customers, partners, suppliers, leaders or 
other kinds of stakeholders. 

THEME 7:
Authenticity – 
Is it all just a fake?
An organisation’s purpose – why it was formed, 
what it exists to do, and how it captures the 
hearts and minds of its audiences - has never 
been more important. Purpose is judged by 
how a company operates, the decisions it 
makes and how its representatives behave.

“Our approach is to connect the organisation 
with our brand and narrative. Social millennials 

care more about purpose, what difference 
we and they make, why are we in business 
– it’s not only about money. Leaders need to 

articulate purpose to employees but also to our 
customers who are also interested in this. 

My advice to our leaders is that they repeatedly 
do these three things – 

1. Explain what we are in business to do and 
what we’re trying to achieve, together; 

2. Explain how we are doing from an 
employee, stakeholder and customer 

perspective; 

3. Share stories that support the 
two points above”

Nigel Miller, HR Director, Edelman

 
Bob Monkhouse once joked, “The public 
love sincerity, if you can fake that, you’ve got 
it made,” and some organisations attempt 
this approach. But it’s a short-lived strategy. 
Portraying a purpose that is not authentic is 
exhausting and ultimately self-destructive. 
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“Leadership is all about relationships, so get 
to know your people, be transparent, honest, 
authentic and be fair. They’re human qualities.”

Gary Browning, CEO, Penna

Equally, complete honesty when it comes to 
failure or mistakes, has clear pitfalls, especially 
in the context of a plc, where competitors, 
shareholders, customers and potential 
investors watch every development. But we 
suggest this honesty is, for reasons legal and 
moral, essential. 

Authentic leaders are regarded as trustworthy, 
genuine and consistent. They
practise what they preach, have the 
confidence to reveal their true selves
and admit when they are wrong. Strong 
leaders see every situation as a
trust building opportunity. 

Breaking trust with the customer or the 
public has massive ramifications. Arguably 
the electoral wins for Trump and Brexit in 
recent years reflect voters who feel let down 
by an establishment that thought it knew 
what was best for people and got it wrong.  
Demonstrating that a personality that is 
authentic but unpalatable to many may be 
more successful, although only time will tell 
whether this is sustainable.

Ultimately today’s crisis of trust is a crisis of 
leadership. 

Calls to action
 u  Know what you value and what you stand 

for, your strengths and your limitations as a 
prerequisite for being an authentic leader.

 u  People need to understand your views and 
values, beliefs and motives. Be genuine 
and true to what you believe in – people 
can spot a fake a mile off.

 u  Understand what others really think, 
however unpalatable their words may be to 
you. No-one can learn if they do not listen. 

 u  Vulnerability must be a feature of your 

leadership – be willing to admit your 
mistakes and allow others to make their 
own – and then you can learn and grow.

 u  Create a safe environment where you 
and your team can be imperfect, learn 
from each other and feel comfortable to 
challenge and support each other.

THEME 8:
The future’s only just begun

“The factory of the future will have only two 
employees, a man and a dog. The man will be 
there to feed the dog. The dog will be there to 
keep the man from touching the equipment.” 

Warren Bennis

The tectonic plates of the working environment 
are shifting beneath our feet and all indications 
suggest this is only the beginning. We’ve 
identified the following trends that will demand 
more agile leadership. 

 u New generations enter the workplace

 u New kinds of work require new skills

 u New kinds of working relationship

 u DQ – The need for Digital Intelligence

 
While organisations are presently having 
to manage the various demands of more 
generations in the work than ever before, 
Millennials, currently form the majority of the 
workforce. Many have moved into leadership 
roles; where they are challenging ‘the way we’ve 
always done it’ and establishing their 
own norms. 

Elsewhere, employers are encouraged to adapt 
organisations and leadership styles to meet the 
needs of Millennials, who, we are told, crave 
experience, ethics, purpose and freedom. 

Setting to one side, for a moment, the folly of 
ascribing a generation to one homogenous 
group, the power of Millennials may be 
overstated. Bruce Tulgan, one of the first people 
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to identify this generational shift, writes this in his 
most recent book, Not Everyone Gets a Trophy: 
How to Manage Millennials:

“…telling managers they should praise Millennials 
regardless of performance, reward them with 
trophies for showing up, put devices in their 
hands, leave them to manage themselves…and 
try to make work ‘fun’…  For 99% of managers 
this is nonsense.” 

Instead, he advises, give Millennials what 
they need rather than what they want: clear 
expectations, structure, boundaries and 
authentic feedback and praise. 

In short, what leaders have done for followers 
for years.
 
Thomas Koulopoulos and Dan Keldsen 
go further in their book, The Gen Z Effect. 
They describe beliefs about demographic 
differences as, “The greatest impediments to the 
collaboration and cooperation needed to solve 
problems…”.

Gretchen Gavett neatly sums up the views 
of many in her article Synthesis Generations 
United (Harvard Business Review, Jan-Feb 
2016), when she writes, “we all want the same 
things (income, sure, but also purpose and to 
feel valued) just in slightly different ways”.

It is only now, however, that organisations 
and technology can offer the flexibility and 
sophistication to adapt to the needs of 
individual employees. Leaders who can tap 
into this will enable their teams to give their 
best, irrespective of the generation to which 
they happen to belong. 

The rapid growth of technology has also 
opened new frontiers and undermined old 
ways of working. Robotic process automation 
and AI will create new jobs and eliminate 
others. Better communications mean 
previously isolated countries can participate 
in global business; work can be more easily 

distributed and performed far from its original 
source. Remote working has created greater 
flexibility and choice for employees and 
organisations alike. 

Perhaps the most emblematic shift in the 
second decade of this millennium has been 
the ‘gig economy’. Much criticised in sectors 
such as minicab driving and fast-food delivery, 
this new way of working is being adopted by 
an increasing number of companies for more 
specialist skills. And the biggest growth area, 
according to a Mavenlink report, is in senior 
management and C suite roles, with nearly half 
(47%) of all organisations surveyed planning to 
fill these roles with contractors. 

These trends look set to continue and 
accelerate over many years to come. 
A McKinsey report estimates that one in four 
workers in the US were gig workers in 2016, 
and according to an Accenture report this will 
increase to 43% by 2020. 

The Mavenlink report found that 94% of the 
300 organisations surveyed planned to use 
more contractors in future and 79% saw them 
as a source of competitive advantage. 

It remains to be seen how recent challenges to 
the Uber model and emerging issues around 
benefits, intellectual capital ownership and, in 
the UK, IR35, will impact these trends, but we 
don’t believe gig workers are going away.  

The best gig workers will have a far wider choice 
about with whom they work than more traditional 
employees enjoy now, with geographical 
restrictions rendered meaningless for many roles 
by new digital platforms.

For sustainable competitive advantage leaders 
need to ensure they not only attract the best 
contingent workers, but also provide a variety of 
experiences and create a sense of loyalty that 
makes them stay. 
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Digital Intelligence (DQ) is one skill that cannot be 
ignored, yet rapidly dates. PWC’s 2017  Digital 
IQ Survey found that 52% of the sample rated 
their DQ as strong, compared with 67% in 2016. 

People are not becoming less technically savvy; 
they simply feel they struggle to keep up with 
the pace and scope of ‘digital’ which now even 
includes the whole organisational culture.
 
To remain digitally literate, leaders need to learn 
from new entrants into the workplace; the digital 
citizens for whom this is second nature. As 
a recent Computer Weekly article cruelly put 
it: “Executives need to become 21st Century 
humans before they can lead 21st Century 
organisations”. 

What do these trends mean for leaders? Even 
organisations with compelling employer brands 
will need to think in a different way. 

“Leading in this environment will require new 
skills in engagement, creativity, resilience, 

problem solving and a desire to continually learn 
and develop, rather than the old technical skills 

that can quickly go out of date.

 Diversity work at the BBC is key and I don’t just 
mean gender or ethnicity I am talking about skills 

and mix around the table. We have far more 
skills around the table now. 

I’ve just come away from a session where we 
are asking 15 under-thirties to do four pieces 

of work with the Exec. This is engaging for both 
sides - they are the ones who understand the 

digital world, not us. 

The ‘One BBC’ mantra is about working together 
to make changes but this requires momentum 
- changes are needed from the bottom up and 
the under-thirties are the ones that need to push 

this, and this is what we are telling them. It is 
then our job to help leaders cascade 

the right information.”

Valerie Hughes-D’Aeth, HR Director, BBC

 

Calls to action
 u  Employ and develop for the future over 

the present. Be prepared for a change in 
the type and content of role. Growth areas 
include data analysis, and technical skills but 
also social skills.

 u  Don’t make stereotypical assumptions about 
digital intelligence. The ‘digital ready’ and the 
‘digital laggards’ may come from a variety of 
backgrounds.

 u  Pay attention to what individual colleagues 
and employees want and need, use 
technology to personalise the employee 
value proposition.

 u  Use technology to improve two-way 
communication internally and externally, and 
automation to free people to do the more 
value-added tasks that require empathy, 
rapport and experience. 

 u  Give people the tools they need and the 
training to use them well. 

 u  Investing in IT and systems should not 
be seen as an alternative to providing 
leadership, however. Invest in the DQ 
of your leaders and employees so the 
possibilities of technology and data 
are widely understood and informed 
investment decisions are made. 

 u  Develop skills to synthesise and analyse 
massive amounts of data without drowning 
in the minutiae.  

 u  Recognise few companies are able to keep 
up with the pace of technological change. 
Prioritise investment and training in the areas 
that matter most and buy in expertise for 
non-core activity. 

To discuss the findings of this report in more 
detail, please call 0207 101 979 or email: 
info@changeassociates.com
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